D3.2: Final release of the measuring, analysis and visualization tools that conform the MEASURE platform

MEASURE

.................................................................
Executive summary

The main purpose of WP3 is the implementation of tools to measure, analyse, and visualize the metrics and methods defined in WP2 to extract and show information about the software engineering processes. The main challenge of this WP lies on the ability of working with heterogeneous software engineering processes. All the developed tools will be integrated in a unique platform called MEASURE platform that constitutes the main outcome of the project.

D3.2 deliverable is the final release of this MEASURE platform that is delivered for internal evaluation. Then, the feedback obtained from WPs 4 and 5 will be used to refine this platform in order to provide a solid and complete MEASURE framework that will be released by M35.

This deliverable is an update of the "D3.1: First release of the measuring, analysis and visualization tools for internal evaluation" delivered earlier in the project. It provides an overview of architecture evolutions, integrations and new features and functionalities implemented during the final phases of the project.

D3.2 is a software deliverable. The source code of the MEASURE platform is available on Github:

Measure Project GitHub: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure

It is composed of 4 main components:

- The platform itself: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/MeasurePlatform
- The agent allowing the execution of metrics in the client side of the Platform: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/MeasureAgent
- The API allowing defining new metrics: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/SMMMeasureApi
- The repository to collect the implementation of different measurements: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/Measures

This document is an accompanying file that defines the MEASURE platform architecture and provides details about its implementation and usage. The measuring and analysis tools interacting with is platform are also described in this document.

D3.2 software is delivered in this first release as a pre-deployed platform accessible for end users via a public web interface following this link: http://194.2.241.244/measure/. The requirements to install this platform locally will be presented in the second release of this platform. Moreover, for both pre-deployed and locally deployed, the MEASURE platform will allow communication with remote computers through the agent component, to collect different direct measurements.
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1. **Introduction**

1.1. **Role of this deliverable**

The deliverable D3.2 is the final release of the measuring, analysis and visualization tools in the MEASURE project. These tools are integrated into a unique platform called the MEASURE platform. D3.2 is a software with an accompanying document describing the MEASURE platform architecture, implementation and usage.

1.2. **Structure of this document**

The D3.2 document is organized in three big sections.

- The section 2 describes the MEASURE platform architecture and components. Details about its implementation and development roadmap are provided,
- The section 3 describes the measuring tools allowing to gather measurements in different software development lifecycle. These tools are connected to the platform using a public API.
- The Section 4 describes the analysis tools allowing to analyse collected measurement. These tools are also connected to the platform using a public API

1.3. **Relationship with others MEASURE deliverables**

The deliverable D3.2 is an update of the deliverable D3.1. It is related to the different MEASURE deliverables that follow:

- D3.3 Documentation and user guidelines of the MEASURE framework
- D2.2 Formal specification of MEASURE metrics: The metrics specified in D2.2 will be supported by the MEASURE platform. More extensions to include more metrics are planned.
- D5.4 Final evaluation results from the executed case studies: D3.2 will be the input of the deliverable D5.4. The feedback from this evaluation will allow to improve the MEASURE platform.

1.4. **Contributors**

All the tool providers contributed to this document. Namely:

- SOFT: Design and implementation of the MEASURE platform as well as Hawk measuring tool and Quality Guard analysis tools.
- MTI: Design of the MEASURE platform and extension of MMT and the implementation of MINT tool
- ICAM: Design and implementation of EMIT and M-Eliki tools
- IMT: Design and implementation of MINT and the Metric Suggester tools
- Bitdefender and UniBuc: Design and implementation of RIVER tool
- Ericsson: Test Case Generator
1.5. List of updates in documents

- Integration of Analysis Platform Components in global architecture (section 2.1.3)
- New section related to Measurement storage approach (section 2.2.2)
- New section related to the Analysis Platform integration mechanism (section 2.2.4)
- New approach to manage Data Model returned by Measures (2.4.3)
- Introduction of the notion of visualisation packaged with measure (section 2.4.4)
- Introduction of the notion of Monitoring Application which complement Measures (section 2.5)
- Presentation of the Hawk tool (section 3.2)
- Update of the presentation of the MMT tool (Section 3.3)
- Update of the presentation of EMIT tool (Section 3.4)
- Deletion of the FSMHSGen test generation tool of IMT (previously section 3.5) since this tool is no more maintained
- New section to describe 5 analysis tools (section 4)
2. The MEASURE Solution

2.1. Overview the Solution

2.1.1. Role of the Measure Platform

The measure platform is a tool dedicated to measure, analyse, and visualise the metrics to extract and show information of the software engineering processes.

- Implement the tools for automatically measure software engineering processes during the whole software lifecycle by executing measures defined in SMM standard and extracted from a catalogue of formal and platform-independent measurements.
- Provide methodologies and tools which allow measure tools provider to develop a catalogue of formal and platform-independent measure.
- Implement storage solution dedicated to measurements resulting of measure execution in big data context.
- Implement visualization tools to expose the extracted results in an easy-readable fashion, so allowing a quick understanding of the situation and the possible actions that can be taken to improve the diverse stages of the software lifecycle.
- Implement an extension mechanism dedicated to the integration of external analysis tools will provide long terms analysis and predictive evaluations on collected measures.
- Implement of an Extended API allowing to facilitate the integration on Measure Platform with external tools and services.

The platform activity is organised around its ability to collect measurement by executing measures defined by the SMM standard. SMM measures are auto-executable component, implemented externally, which can be interrogated by the platform to collect measurements.

2.1.2. Main process of the platform

The Measure platform provides services to host, configure and collect measures, storing measurement, present and analyse them. These measures are first defined in SMM standard using the Modelio modelling tool and its extension dedicated to SMM modelling. They are packaged under an executable format as Measure Definition (For more details related to measure execution format, please refer to the section 2.4.1 of this document).
Next, measures are registered and stored on Measure platform using the dedicated REST service or the Web user interface. In order to initiate the collect of measurement, the next step consists on defining instance of measure based on measure definitions. A measure represents a generic data collection algorithm that has to be instantiated and configured to be applied on a specific context. For example, a measure which collects data related to an SVN repository must be configured by the URL of this repository.

![Figure 1. Main process of Measure platform](image)

Next the Measure Platform can start collecting measurement (data resulting of the execution of an instantiated measure). Direct measures collect data in physical world while the Derived Measures are calculated using previously collected measurement as input. Collected measurements are stored on a NoSQL designed to be able to process a very large amount of data. To collect measurements, the direct measures can delegate the collect work to existing Measure tool.

Finally, stored measurements are presented directly to the end user following a business structured way by the Decision-making platform, a web application which allows organising measures based on projects / software development phases and display its under various forms of charts.

The measurements can also be processed by analysis tools to present consolidated results. The analysis platform is not the object of this delivery, please refer to WP4 for more details on this topic.

### 2.1.3. Platform Architecture

The Measure Platform architecture is organised around three main deployment units: The Measure Platform which manages the collection and computation of measurement and the presentation of this measurement, the analysis platform which regroups measurement analysis tools and finally the Measure Front which regroups measure tools and Platform Agents.
Measure Platform: Central component of this deliverable, the measure platform provides services related to data collection, analysis and display. It is composed of six sub-components:

- **The Communication API** is a remote API which allows the Analysis Platform and Agent to communicate with the Measure Platform. It provides various services like an access to measurements data, the configuration of measures or the ability to manage the scheduling of measure execution.
- **The Collect and Compute Component** is in charge of the storage of Measure Definition, the instantiation of Measure, the scheduling of measure execution and organizes the measurements collection and processing.
- **Decision Making Component** represents the web application which assures the presentation of measures and collected measure to the end user.
- **The Platform Database** is a standard SQL database which manages data in relation with the collect, organisation and presentation of measures.
- **The Measurement Database** is a separate NoSQL database which ensures the measurement persistence in an efficient and scalable way.
- **The Analysis Platform** ensures the integration of external analysis tools into the platform. As the Measure Platform focuses its activity around collecting and calculating measurement in real time, the Analysis Platform will provide long terms analysis and predictive evaluations by working on the history of measures stored in measurement database.

**Platform Agent:** Measure tools on client side which collects data. The executable measure provides a way to collect data in the physical world. A measure can be executed on the Platform side and collects physically this data through an existing measure tool. A Measure can also be directly executed on the client side (a computer close to measured element) by the intermediary of a Platform Agent.

**Measurement Tools:** A Measurement Tool is an external tool which collects or calculates measurements from a specific source. In the context of the project, 5 Measurements tools have been developed (see Section 3) and lots of exiting tools in the market (like Sonar Cube for code quality metrics) can be also considered as Measurement Tools.

**Analysis Tools:** An Analysis Tool is a set of external services which works on the historical measures values in order to provide advanced and valuable analysis functions to the platform. In order to support a large set of analyses services and do not limit it to a specific technology, the Analysis Tools are external
processes. The analysis tool is integrated to the platform using a specific API. This integration includes embedded visualisation provided by the analysis service into the platform.

**Measures:** A Measure is a small and autonomous java program based on the SMM specification which allows to collect measurements. A Measure can be Direct (Collect of measurement in physical world), a Proxy (Ensure communication between a Measurement Tool and the Platform) or Derived Measure (Measure calculated by the aggregation of existing Measures).

**Applications:** An Application is a set of Measures aggregated together in order to address a functional requirement. The application is associated with a visual dashboard which directly integrated into the Decision Making platform when the Application is deployed on a project.

### 2.2. Measure Platform

#### 2.2.1. Collect and Compute Component

This central component of the Measure Platform has the goal to organize direct measure’s collection and derived measure calculation by providing a way to register, instantiate and execute measures defined in SMM. The mains services offered by this component are:

- Providing a registration services for measure’s definition in SMM format.
- Providing a configuration service which allows to define Measure Instances.
- Providing a measurement collecting system based on the execution registered measures.
- Providing a calculation service for derived measures.
- Providing a storage service for collected and calculated measurements.

**Technical architecture**

The implementation of this component is based on a java enterprise application framework: The Spring Boot framework which allows creating stand-alone, production-grade Spring based applications easy to deploy. It uses a standard SQL data base to store platform related data and communicate with other component of the platform using a REST API.

---

**Figure 3. Architecture overview of collect and compute component**
Measure catalogue

According to WP2, Measures are defined in SMM (Structured Metrics Meta-model) format, an OMG Standard. The Collect and Compute Component provide services to register Measure defined in specific executable format derived from the SMM standard using the Communication API. Registered measures are stored in the Measure Catalogue. Once registered, the measure catalogue allows the platform to access the measure meta-data that contain information required to identify the measure (unique id), the type of the measure (Direct Measures, Collective Measures, Binary Measures, etc.), how to access the measure implementation, which will be the format of data returned by the measure (Unit) and a list of configuration points provided by the measure (Scope).

Measure configuration and Measure instance

A Measure is composed of a set of meta-data associated with an implementation and represents a generic data collection algorithm that has to be instantiated and configured to be applied on a specific context. Consequently, in order to be executed by the platform, it’s required to define an instance of a registered measure which will fill the configuration values describe in measure meta-data.

As example, measure instance will contain:

- An identifier for the measure instance.
- Information related to collect cycle of measurement (when and in what interval a measurement is collected).
- Information required identifying the measured system (configuration values).
- Information related to required measure input and output for Derived Measure.
- Information related the data structure return by the measure.

Once instantiated, the data related to measure instances are stored in Platform database.

Collecting measures using the SMM engine

The SMM standard defines two main types of measures: the direct measures which are measures collected in physical world and calculated measures (Collective Measures and Binary Measures) which are measure derived from direct measures.

- Direct measure Collecting: The SMM engine will invoke the implementation of the direct measure after having communicated to it the configuration parameters defined by the measure instantiation.

- Derived Measure Calculation: Using pre-existent measurements stored in measurement database, provided by direct measures, the SMM Engine will provide services to calculate derived measures by providing this measurement as input to derived measures implementation.

The SMM Engine provides services to execute measures. The execution of a measure can be unique and trigged manually or can be scheduled and repeated over time. In this second case the SMM Engine use a specific scheduling component to organise the executions of measures.

Once collected or calculated, the SMM engine will store the resulting measurements in measurement database.

2.2.2. Measurement Storage
Collected and calculated measurements have to be stored in a database for future exploitation by the Decision-making Platform and the Analysis Platform. In the context of our project, we have to deal with a very important quantity of data. Our first estimates tell us that the Measure Platform must be capable of serving several millions of data every day.

Furthermore, due to the nature of the Measures, we need a lot of flexibility related to the nature of the data to store in this database. In fact, we are not in a position to make hypotheses about the nature of the measurements returned by the measurement tools. A measurement can be a simple value or a complex and structured data. In this context, we have used Elasticsearch: a distributed JSON-based search and analytics engine designed for horizontal scalability, maximum reliability, and easy management.

Elasticsearch is a search engine based on the Lucene library. It provides a distributed, multitenant-capable full-text search engine with an HTTP web interface and schema-free JSON documents. The database is developed in Java and is released as open source under the terms of the Apache License.

Elasticsearch used “index”, a logical namespace, to store information. An index is like a table in a relational database. It has a mapping which contains a type containing the fields in the index. To store measurements collected by the Measure Platform, we have applied indexing strategy in which each Measure type deployed in Measure Platform catalogue is associated with one Elasticsearch index. Each measurement resulting of the execution of a measures instances is next stored using this index. Discrimination of data between instances of measures is then performed using the standard field “_type” associated with each index.

![Figure 4: Indexation of measurement in Elasticsearch](image)

2.2.3. Decision Making Component

The primary goal of the decision-making component is to provide a working environment driven by Measures that can help managers during their decision-making process. The Decision-Making Platform will provide a way to display graphical representation of measured information as graphics and reports by defining and organizing several dashboards, each dashboard presenting a selected pool of measures as graphics, tables or specific indicators. The main services offer by this component are:

- Provide a web application which allows the project manager to organise and configure Measure computation.
- Provide a web application which will be able to present measures executions results and measurements as customisable charts.
- Allow organising these charts on project, phases and dashboard in order to address modern iterative development practices.

1 https://www.elastic.co/
- Integrate consolidated results provided by the analysis tools.
The implementation of the decision-making component is based on a technological stack composed of Angular JS and Bootstrap as front end, Spring Boot and an SQL data base as back end. The representation of measures itself is provided by Kibana, a graphical framework which allows the representation of extracted data from an Elasticsearch database as complex charts.

![Figure 7. Architecture of the decision-making Platform](image)

**Visualise Measure with Kibana**

The main goal of this web application is to provide dashboards which will aggregate some measures representations. This individual dashboard will be integrated and organized in a global web application in order to present this dashboard as several viewpoints of a unique decision making platform. We plan to use an existing open source dashboard solution to define individual visualization dashboards: Kibana.
2.2.4. Analysis Platform Component

The main objective of the analysis platform implements analytics algorithms, to correlate the different phases of software development and to perform the tracking of metrics and their value. The platform also connects and assures interoperability among the tools and defines actions for improvement and possible countermeasures.

In order to support a large set of analyses services and do not limit to a specific technology, the Analysis Tools are external processes. Although external, we wanted a deep integration between the platform and the analysis tools. We solved this issue in the following way:

- The Measure platform provides a REST API which allows an analysis tool to register it on the platform, to receive notifications from the platform and access to information related to the project defined and the measures collected by the platform.

- On its side, the analysis tool provides some web pages which are embedded into the platform web application.

2.2.5. Integration Mechanism of Analysis Tool into

In order to ensure the integration of various kinds of analysis tools into the measure platform, the Analysis component provides an integration mechanism external tool to register it into the measure platform, to access to measurement data, to receive notifications from the platform and finally to provide an analysis of the project.
• **Registration**: At start-up of the Analysis Tool, it must register itself to the platform using the Registration service. This would allow the project to activate the analysis tools.

• **Wait for Notifications**: The Analysis Tool must listen to notifications from the platform in order to know when a project requests the usage of the analysis tool. The notification (Alert) system is based on pooling system. The Analysis tool pools the platform periodically using the alert service to receive notifications.

• **Configure Analysis**: When a project activates an analysis tool, the analysis tool must configure it for the project and provide URLs for the project-specific configuration page, the project main view and optionally the dashboard cards.

• **Analyse the Project**: When configured, the analysis tool can start its analysis work for the specific project. In order to perform this work, the analysis tool can explore the project configuration using the various services provided by the Measure platform. It can also configure new Alerts to receive notifications when the project configuration has changed.

2.2.5.1 **User Interface integration using Embedded View**

In order to integrate deeply the analysis tool to the Measure Platform, the analysis tools have to provide some web pages which will be embedded to the platform web application. Each of these views is defined on the platform side by a specific URL. For project specific views, this URL is different for each project. You will see below the list of view which can be provided by the analysis tool and embedded into the Measure Platform.

• **Global Configuration Page (optional)**: If the analysis tool requires a way to provide some configuration interface which will be shared by all project, it can provide a global configuration web page.
• **Project Specific Analysis Configuration page:** Configuration pages that are specific for each project. This page is embedded into the project configuration page and allows to configure the analysis service provided by the external analysis tool.

![Figure 10: Analysis tool configuration page of Quality Guard Analysis tool](image)

• **Analysis Tool Main View:** Main view of the analysis tool that is specific for each project. In this view, the analysis service.

![Figure 11: Main view of the Quality Guard Analysis Tool](image)

• **Dashboard Card:** Optional small view that can be integrated to projects dashboards in order to provide some key information to project managers related to the service provided by the analysis tool.

### 2.2.5.2 Platform Querying Services

The platform provides several other services which can be used by the analysis tools to retrieve platform and project configurations data, information related to measures and measurements and more.

The list of available services can be consulted via Swagger directly on the deployed Measure platform. To access this specification, one must be connected as Administrator to the platform. The complete API specification is available on Administration > API menu.

Some examples of available HTTP services:

- GET /api/measure/findall : List all measures
- GET /api/measure/{id} : information related to a specific measure
- GET /api/measure-properties/{id} : List of scope properties associated with one measure
- GET /api/projects : List all projects
- GET /api/projects/{id} : Information related to a specific project
- GET /api/phases/byproject/{id} : Get phases of a specific project
- GET /api/phases/{id} : Information of a specific phase
- GET /api/measure-instances : List of all measure instances
- GET /api/measure-instances/{id} : Information of a specific measure instance
- GET /api/project-measure-instances/{id} : List of measure instances of a specified project
- GET /api/measure-instance/scheduling/execute/{id} : Execute a specific measure
- GET /api/measure-instance/scheduling/start/{id} : Activate scheduling of a specific measure
- GET /api/measure-instance/scheduling/stop/{id} : Deactivate scheduling of a specific measure

2.3. Platform Agent

As presented before, SMM Measures are auto-executable components used by the platform to collect measurements. In the majority of the cases, measures are executed on platform side and manage a connection with external data sources to collect required data. But it's not always possible to execute measure on platform for various reasons like network configuration, security policy, scalability or because of the mechanisms used by the measure to collect data. To address this issue, we have developed an autonomous agent which provide the following services:

- Allow to execute direct measure on client side, closer of measured element instead of execute it on platform side.
- Ensure the scalability of the Measure platform by providing a way to execute time-consuming measures on remote computers while maintaining a centralized control of measure’s execution.
- Solve common issues related to Network Security rules in Industrial context by allowing to deploy the Measure Platform different networks than where the monitored data sources is stored.

The Platform Agent in an autonomous application connected to the Measure Platform via the Communication API. It allows to deploy and execute measure on client side due the configuration of measure execution stay administrated remotely by the platform.
Technical architecture

The Agent is a sub component of the Collect and Compute Component. Based on a Spring Boot application, it integrates a light version of the SMM Engine with the ability to execute Direct Measures. The execution itself is managed by the Measure Platform using the REST API provided by the agent.

Execute measures on agent

- When an agent is deployed, the agent registers the set of measures it can manage on the platform.
- Measure Instances are configured on Platform side as would have been the case for measurements executed on the platform.
- When the platform required the execution of the measure, it delegates the execution to the remote agent.
• The result of the execution is returned to the platform who manages the storage of this measure into measurement database.

![Figure 14. Measure execution on agent](image)

### 2.4. Measure

A Measure is a small and autonomous java program based on the SMM specification which allow to collect measurements. A Measure can be Direct (Collect of measurement in physical world), a Proxy (Ensure communication between a Measurement Tool and the Platform) or Derived Measure (Measure calculated by the aggregation of existing Measures).

#### 2.4.1. Measure Packaging

The SMM specification provides a standardized way to exchange measure definition. Unfortunately, they promote XMI (Xml Model Interchange) to realize this operation. As indicated by his name, this format has been designed to exchange models between modelling tools.

In context of Measure Project, we realized that this format is not adapted to register Measure definition in the Platform. We plan to use a format more appropriate to our requirement: Each measure definition would be composed of two elements: an XML file which store meta-data of the Measure and another file which will contain the Measure implementation.

In SMM, direct and calculated measures definitions are associated with an Operation which represents the implementation of the measure. These operations can be expressed in natural language or may contain executable code. In order to be able to collect direct measures and to execute calculated measure, we have to choose a common executable language. For now, we plan to use Java.
2.4.2. Measure Implementation

A SMM Measure is a small and independent software component which allows retrieving or calculates Measurement. The implementation of a measure is based on a library developed in parallel of the Measure Platform: the “SMMMeasureApi”.

A direct Measure is used to collect data in physical world. This kind of measure can be executed on Platform Side on Client Side. To define a Direct Measure, the IDirectMeasure has to be implemented. This interface will be called by the Measure Platform to retrieve the measurements.

```
public interface IDirectMeasure {
    public List<IMeasurement> getMeasurement() throws Exception;
    public Map<String,String> getProperties();
}
```

- `getMeasurement()`: Calculate and Return a list of Measurement.
- `getProperties()`: Provide a way for the Measure Platform to communicate properties to DirectMeasure implementation.

A Derived measure is used to define a combined measure which will calculate new measurements using one or more measurements stored on measure platform. To define a Direct Measure, the IDirectDerivedMeasure has to be implemented.

```
public interface IDirectDerivedMeasure {
    public List<IMeasurement> calculateMeasurement() throws Exception;
    public void addMeasureInput(String reference, String role, IMeasurement value);
    public Map<String,String> getProperties();
}
```

- `calculateMeasurement()`: Calculate and Return a list of Measurement based on provided measurement inputs.
- `addMeasureInput()`: Provide a way for the Measure Platform to communicate input measurement into the Derived Measure implementation.
- `getProperties()`: Provide a way for the Measure Platform to communicate properties to the Derived Measure implementation.
### 2.4.3. Measure Data Model

In the second version of the platform, a structure of the measurement returned by a Direct or by a Derived measure can be complex, it means that the collected measurement can be composed of several fields of various types. The Format of data returned by the measure is specified in the measure-metadata file.

```xml
<unit name="MantisIssue">
  <fields fieldName="name" fieldType="u_text"/>
  <fields fieldName="project" fieldType="u_text"/>
  <fields fieldName="priority" fieldType="u_text"/>
  <fields fieldName="severity" fieldType="u_text"/>
  <fields fieldName="reproductibility" fieldType="u_text"/>
  <fields fieldName="status" fieldType="u_text"/>
  <fields fieldName="os" fieldType="u_text"/>
  <fields fieldName="platform" fieldType="u_text"/>
  <fields fieldName="version" fieldType="u_text"/>
  <fields fieldName="submitted" fieldType="u_date"/>
  <fields fieldName="lastupdate" fieldType="u_date"/>
</unit>
```

The list of data types supported by the platform is presented in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>String</td>
<td>u_text, u_keyword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>u_long, u_integer, u_short, u_byte, u_double, u_float, u_half_float, u_scaled_float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>u_date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>u_boolean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>u_binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>u_integer_range, u_float_range, u_long_range, u_double_range, u_date_range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo</td>
<td>u_geo_point, u_geo_shape</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.4.4. Measure Visualisation

In the second version of the platform, we decide to integrate the possibility to define default visualization schema (how the measure is displayed as graphic in project dashboard) in measure packaging.

The integration of this visualization configuration has as a goal to facilitate the usage of the platform by automate the creation of visualization in the project dashboard when a new measure is integrated into a project and so facilitate the adoption of the platform by new users.

Configuration of this visualization required the definition of a set of new properties in measure-metadata file which will be used by the platform to recreate a visualization.

- view_type : Type of Graphic (Area, Line, Simple Value, Bar, Complex)
- visualised_property : Name of the field of the measure data model which will be displayed
- time_period : Period of time displayed in the graph
- date_index : Name of the field of the measure data model used as an access of the graph
Based on these parameters, a measure visualisation is automatically created in Project Dashboard when the measure is created.

![Measure visualisations](image)

**Figure 16: Measure visualisations**

### 2.4.5 Examples of implemented measures

#### 2.4.5.1 Cognitive complexity

As detailed in the MEASURE deliverable D2.2, this measure computes the cognitive weight of a Java Architecture. The cognitive weight represents the complexity of a code architecture in terms of maintainability and code understanding.

**Scope**

The scope (named as *OO architecture* in the deliverable D2.2) of this metric is represented by three elements: the URL of a SVN repository containing the measured Java project, the login and the password necessary to connect to this repository.

Those elements are added by the user as shown in the figure below:

![Scope](image)

**Figure 17. Scope of the cognitive complexity measure**

**Implementation**

The implementation of that measure computes the cognitive weight of a Java project by adding the cognitive weight of each method of each class. The GitHub of the measure is available at: `https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/Measures/tree/master/CognitiveComplexityMeasure`

In order to compute the cognitive weight of a method, we focus on the nested level of conditional statements/blocks (*if-then-else*) and the *for* and *foreach* loops. As shown in the pseudocode below, each level is associated with a weight (a number) and thus all these weights are summed. Therefore, we add the weights of all methods to have the cognitive weight of a class.
CognitiveWeight(statements block, integer weight, integer level):
For each statement S of block

If S is conditional statement or for statement of foreach statement:

level2 = level + 1
weight2 = weight + level
S1 = block1 of S
CognitiveWeight(S1, weight2, level2)

End If
End For
End

Execution result

The result of the cognitive measure is the number representing the cognitive weight of the project, in other terms, it returns the sum of the weight of each method of each class of the project provided as the scope parameter. This is illustrated in the figure below, a screenshot of the current MEASURE platform:

![Figure 18. Cognitive measure result provided through the current MEASURE platform](image)

2.4.5.2 CPU usage

This measure computes the CPU usage by the execution of the JVM and by the whole system which execute the JVM.

Scope

The scope is the JVM but to launch the measure, there is no scope properties to insert.

Implementation
The implementation of that measure uses the library OperatingSystemMxBean to return the CPU usages of the JVM execution and of the entire system executing the JVM. It returns two Double corresponding to the both types of CPU usage computed. Those results are either between 0.0 and 1.0 or a negative value if the CPU usage is not available. The GitHub of the measure is available at: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/Measures/tree/master/CpuUsageMeasure

**Execution result**

The result of the CpuUsage measure is represented by two numbers associated to the type of CPU usage computed (the JVM and the System). This is illustrated in the figure below, a screenshot of the current MEASURE platform:

![Figure 13 – CpuUsage measure result provided through the current MEASURE platform](image)

### 2.4.5.3 Memory usage

This measure computes the memory usage of the heap, memory reserved for the objects allocation by the JVM and the memory usage used by the JVM for its execution (the heap memory excluded).

**Scope**

The scope is the JVM but to launch the measure there is no scope properties to insert.

**Implementation**

The implementation of that measure uses the library MemoryMxBean to return the memories usages for the JVM execution. It returns two Long corresponding to the amount of the different memories used in bytes. The GitHub of the measure is available at: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/Measures/tree/master/MemoryUsageMeasure.

**Execution result**

The result of the MemoryUsage measure is represented by two numbers associated of the type of memory usage computed (the Heap and the JVM). This is illustrated in the figure below, a screenshot of the current MEASURE platform:
2.4.5.4 Message exchange rate

This measure computes the number of messages exchanged over a certain communication channel in a given period of time. The motivation of this metric comes from the distributed testing setting. In the security domain, a popular dynamic testing approach is fuzz testing, where many inputs are (randomly) generated and the application under test is run with these inputs, observing its behavior. Given the large number of inputs to test during fuzz testing, modern architectures run several instances of the application under test in parallel. The distribution of input data to the parallel machines uses a message-oriented middleware, such as RabbitMQ, which implements various message queuing protocols.

The measure will compute the message exchange rate, i.e., the number of messages distributed over a certain channel in a time interval determined by two measurements:

\[
\text{MessageExchangeRate} := \frac{\text{no of exchanged messages}}{\text{time interval length}}
\]

Scope

The scope of this metric is represented by four elements: (1) the URL of the host where the message broker resides, (2) the login and (3) the password necessary to connect to the host, and also (4) the monitored communication channel.

Implementation

The implementation is tailored to the RabbitMQ, which is the most popular open-source message-oriented middleware. In order to compute the metric, we instantiate a RabbitMQ monitor instance which counts the number of messages distributed by a certain so-called “exchange” (which is the RabbitMQ broker between

\footnote{https://www.rabbitmq.com}
the message producers and consumers via several queues). The time interval length is the difference between the current time of the measurement and the last saved time of the measurement.

The measure is implemented using the Agent Component of the MEASURE platform to collect the data on a remote host. The current implementation can be found at:

https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/Measures/tree/master/MessageExchangeRateMeasure

**Execution result**

The result of the MessageExchangeRate measure is represented by the number representing the message exchange rate over the period of time determined by the scheduler of the measure instance.

### 2.5. Monitoring Application

Although we tried to facilitate as much as possible the process of deploying and visualizing measures with the platform, the process can still be complex depending on the complexity of the measure itself. To integrate a simple Measure, the current process required to:

1. Deploy the Measure in Measure Platform catalogue
2. Create a measure instance (instantiation of the measure in a project)
3. Configure the measure instance (credential, URL of monitored resources)
4. Start the data collection process
5. Create a Visualization in a dashboard

Although useful in the case of isolated measures, this process becomes problematic when we try to create a complete dashboard of measure addressing the same data source (a dashboard related to a GitHub repository as example composed of several measures about commits, issues, projects users,…).

To address this issue, we have imagined a new way to package and deploy a set of measures dedicated to the functional scope: The Monitoring Application.

The Monitoring Application is composed of a set of metrics which addresses the same data source. These metrics are packaged together and come with a configuration file allowing to specify how these metrics will be display.

![Figure 20: Monitoring Application](image)
The Application is pre-deployed on the platform on a specific Application catalogue like standard Metrics. When a customer decides to integrate this Monitoring Application in an existing platform project, all Measures associated with this application are automatically deployed in the project and an automatic dashboard is created.

To illustrate the interest for the customer to use an Application instead of measure, our will take the example of someone wishing to monitor an SVN repository. To achieve this goal, the customer has to:

Select the SVN Application to add it in his project

Configure his GitHub credentials

As a result, he will obtain automatically a complete up to date dashboard addressing several aspects of the GitHub repository like history of commit, list of committers, list of issues associated with the project...

![GitHub Measurement Application dashboard](image)

*Figure 21: GitHub Measurement Application dashboard*
3. The measuring tools

3.1. Introduction

Several metrics has been specified in SMM in D2.2 deliverable: Formal specification of MEASURE metrics. Some of them are direct metrics to be gathered by measuring tools. In the following section, we present a set of tools provided by different tool providers in MEASURE project to support these direct measurements. This set of tools will be extended during the project to cover more metrics.

3.2. Hawk: Model Measurement Tool of Softeam

3.2.1. Overview

As Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is increasingly applied to larger and more complex systems, the current generation of modelling and model management technologies have been pushed to their limits in terms of capacity and efficiency, and as such, additional research is needed to enable MDE to remain relevant within industrial practice and to continue delivering its well-recognized benefits of increased productivity, quality, and maintainability [8].

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is a software development methodology that uses high-level models as central artefacts in a software development activity. MDE derived methodologies have been shown to increase productivity by a factor of 10 and to increase non-functional qualities of the produced artefacts, such as, maintainability, consistency and traceability. The software development world currently experiences however an unprecedented growth in the complexity of the developed systems. This complexity manifests itself either in terms of the variety of domains software needs to bridge, but also in the diversity in backgrounds of modelers, and in the amount of people involved on a given project.

The current generation of modelling and model management technologies has been pushed to its limits in terms of capacity and efficiency. It turns out that modelling driven engineering, as most of current development practices, is inherently dependent on complex tools that serve as integrated development environments to be effective. However, existing modelling systems were built to support the requirements of modelling projects from decades ago. Any non-trivial MDE project involves querying and manipulation of a substantial number of models. Model queries are primary means to extract views and to formally capture and validate well-formedness constraints, design rules and guidelines on the fly. Therefore, scalability of model queries is a key element in any scalable MDE solution. Our experience with industrial case studies is that current transformation technologies do not scale, which discourages some potential adopters from using MDE.

The measures and analyses tools applied to Models are particularly subject to these scalability constraints as measurements must be performed periodically and the execution of a measure usually requiring browse an important part of Models. In Context of Measure Project and to address these issues, we have chosen to design and deploy a specific measurement tool dedicated to models and based on an indexing tool supporting complex queries.

Even though these tools have been studied to support several modeling tools, we will use this tool as part of this project to perform measurements on Modelio modeler. Modelio [12] is a comprehensive MDE workbench tool supporting the UML2.x standard. Modelio provides a central IDE which allows various languages (represented as UML profiles) to be combined in the same model. Modelio proposes various extension modules, enabling the customization of this MDE environment for different purposes and stakeholders.
3.2.2. Architecture

The Model Measurement Tool will be built integrating an advanced version of a tool developed by the University of York and University of Aston in the context of the MONDO project: The Hawk indexing tool [7] [8].

The following describes Hawk as it is presented in MONDO Deliverable D5.5 – Model Indexing Framework - Final Version [9] [10].

Hawk is a heterogeneous model indexing framework offering an orthogonal approach for achieving scalable model querying on large collections of file-based models. Hawk has a component-based architecture, making it possible to be extended in various ways, by providing additional components to:

- **Model parser components**: these components provide parsers for specific model persistence formats, such as Ecore models persisted in XMI or Modelio models persisted in EXML.

- **Model indexer components**: these components, specific for each back-end used (such as Neo4j\(^3\) or OrientDB\(^4\) NoSQL databases), receive a model resource and a file revision number/identifier and insert the former into the database.

3 http://neo4j.com/
4 http://orientdb.com/orientdb/
● **VCS components**: specific for each version control system, these components take a VCS URL and a revision number/id (representing the current top-level revision in the relevant index) and compute a set of changed files with respect to that revision. Currently supported version control systems are Subversion repositories, local folders, Git repositories and Eclipse workspaces.

● **Query API**: provides a bridge between Hawk and modelling and model management tools that need to query its indexes. The query API has been used to integrate model management frameworks such as Epsilon [7] or the query languages developed in the MONDO project [9].

Hawk operates by watching over a collection of version control systems and maintaining an integrated view of the latest version of all their models in a NoSQL graph database. Using this graph database, it is possible to answer global queries without needing to reload all the files. It is also possible to use indexed and derived attributes to speed up query execution [7].

The model indexes built by Hawk are property graphs, with their structure shown in the Figure below:

![Hawk indexing tool Architecture Overview](image)

*Figure 23. Hawk indexing tool Architecture Overview*

Hawk includes a server that exposes its functionality through a set of Thrift APIs. This server product is a headless Eclipse application that can be run from the command line. The general structure is as shown here:
MEASURE
ITEA 3 – 14009

The server component is implemented as an Eclipse application, based on the Eclipse Equinox OSGi runtime. Using Eclipse Equinox for the server allows for integrating the Eclipse-based tools with very few changes in their code, while reducing the chances of mutual interference. The OSGi class loading mechanisms ensure that each plugin only "sees" the classes that it declares as dependencies, avoiding common clashes such as requiring different versions of the same Java library or overriding a configuration file with an unexpected copy from another library.

All services provide a JSON endpoint, since it is compatible across all languages supported by Thrift and works well with web-based clients. However, since Hawk is performance sensitive (as we might need to encode a large number of model elements in the results of a query), it also provides endpoints with the other Thrift protocols. Binary is the most portable after JSON, and Tuple is the most efficient but is only usable from Java clients. Having all four protocols allows Hawk clients to pick the most efficient protocol that is available for their language.

3.2.3. Interfaces

Hawk contains an up-to-date global index of all relevant models in its monitored VCSs, for it to be of practical value, Hawk needs to be able to provide correct and efficient responses to queries made on its model indexes.

The Epsilon platform is an extensible family of languages for common model management tasks and includes tailored languages for tasks such as model-to-text transformation (EGL), model-to-model transformation (ETL), model re-factoring (EWL), comparison (ECL), validation (EVL), migration (Flock), merging (EML) and pattern matching (EPL). All task-specific languages in Epsilon build on top of a core expression language – the Epsilon Object Language (EOL) – to eliminate duplication and enhance consistency.
As seen in the figure Above, EOL – and as such all languages that build on top of it – is not bound to a particular metamodeling architecture or model persistence technology. Instead, an intermediate layer – the Epsilon Model Connectivity layer – was introduced to allow for seamless integration of any modelling back-end.

This layer of Epsilon uses a driver-based approach where integration with a particular modelling technology is achieved by implementing a driver that conforms to a Java interface IModel provided by EMC. In order to use Epsilon’s EOL to query model indexes stored in Hawk, an implementation of the IModel interface is required.

3.2.4. Integration with the MEASURE platform

The Hawk server [11] provides a set of services allowing us to index large collections of file-based models provided by Modelio [12], a complex query language based on the Epsilon Query Language and a remote API which allow to configure, index and query the analyzed models. The remote query API and the advanced capability of the Epsilon Query Language will allow SMM Measures implementers to develop a set of measures by querying the indexed models.
3.2.5. Development status

As presented, the Hawk server is an existing tool developed in the context of the MONDO European project [9]. To archive specific requirements in relation with Measure project, Softeam worked in collaboration with the University of Aston to integrate it with Modelio [12] and to extend capabilities of the tool and to develop the services needed to use Hawk as a MEASURE external Measurement tool. Today, Hawk is fully integrated to the MEASURE platform.

3.3. MMT: Montimage Monitoring Tool

3.3.1. Overview

MMT stands for Montimage Monitoring Tool. It is a network monitoring solution based on Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) technology. MMT combines

- data capture, filtering and storage,
- events extraction and statistics collection, and,
- traffic analysis and reporting providing, network, application and user level visibility.

Through its real-time and historical views, MMT facilitates network performance monitoring and operation troubleshooting. With its advanced rules engine, MMT can correlate network and application events in order to detect performance, operational, and security incidents. An easy-to use customizable graphical user interface makes MMT suitable for different user needs.
In the context of MEASURE, MMT tool can support several metrics that can be collected during the software operation phase (see table in the conclusion section). Extension of this tool is planned to cover more metrics during the project.

3.3.2. Architecture

MMT is composed of two complementary, yet independent, modules.
• **MMT-Extract** is the core packet processing module, it is a C library that analyses network traffic using Deep Packet and Flow Inspection (DPI/DFI) techniques in order to extract hundreds of network and application based events, measure network and per-application QoS/QoE parameters and KPIs. MMT-Extract is powered with plugin architecture for the addition of new protocols and public API for integration in third party probes.

• **MMT-Correlation** is an advanced rule engine that analyses and correlates network and application events to detect performance, operational and security incidents. It is powered with self-learning capabilities to derive the baseline network and application parameters for dynamic threshold based analysis.

Since the MMT extraction module has plugin architecture, it allows the extension of the MMT tool to parse data coming from system logs or application logs. In this perspective MMT can manage more metrics that can come from different software lifecycle phases.

### 3.3.3. Interfaces

The current input interfaces of MMT include:

- The network interfaces to capture packets at strategic point of the network to intercept the software under evaluation communication.
- Any pre-captured pcap\(^5\) file containing network traffic of the analysed communicating software.
- System logs and application logs
- A remote MMT probe sharing remote data.

The current output of MMT includes:

- Web based reports that display different collected metrics in the format of timeline, tables and graphs.
- A mongodb database storing all the historical information collected by different probes.

### 3.3.4. Integration with the MEASURE platform

The MongoDB database content of MMT can be shared with the MEASURE platform. In this case, a dedicated program will be implemented to access this database and send the information to the centralized MEASURE platform.

### 3.3.5. Development status

MMT tool has been implemented by Montimage and already covers a set of network-based metrics that can be relevant to MEASURE (e.g., bandwidth usage per application or per IP, packet loss rate, TCP retransmission rate, etc.).

MMT has been fully integrated today to the MEASURE platform.

### 3.3.6. Public link

http://www.montimage.com/products.html

### 3.4. EMIT: Energy Monitoring Tool

---

\(^5\) Pcap is binary format of network captured packets
3.4.1. Overview

EMIT has been designed and implemented in order to support Green Computing measures and measurements in the MEASURE project. It is composed of a tool set that enables software energy consumption monitoring using web services.

3.4.2. Architecture

The experimental design is depicted below:

Figure 29. EMIT Experimental design

The elements denoted as CM1/2/3/4 are computers with different operating systems (MS Windows vs Ubuntu Linux) and architecture (32bits vs 64bits). The Arduino_PO, Power_GUI, Peaktech_Pa are different devices that provide all energy consumption measurements. EMIT is composed of several web services that allows users to manage this experimental design by the means of web services.

These web services provide management functionalities over the data model below.

The Measurand entity corresponds to processes or parametrized programs that can be observed by different instruments. Its property called process defines the command line that can be launched.

The Observee entity corresponds to the computer on which measurands (i.e. programs or processes) are installed and can be monitored. Observees are identified by their URI that stands for the path of web services able to launch a process on the computer observers are installed on.
The Observer entity corresponds to instruments that provide observations or measurements. For instance, Peaktech PA, Arduino PO and Power GUI consist in 3 instruments or observers for energy consumption. As with observees, observers are identified by their URI that stands for the path of web services able to start, stop such instrument activities.

The Experiment entity corresponds to measurement acquisition of a single measurand or process launch on one observe or computer.

The MeasurementSet entity corresponds to data retrieved from one observer or instrument for a given experiment. Such data consists of one or several time series (measurements) for the different measures such instruments can monitor.

The Measurement entity consists of a single time series that is drawn out from its related MeasurementSet.

The Measure entity corresponds to a type of measurements defined by a name and its unit of measure.

EMIT behaves following the activity diagram below.
Every minute, EMIT retrieves from the database experiments that have to be launched i.e. that have neither started nor stopped properties. If such experiments exist, EMIT processes a single measurement acquisition. Otherwise EMIT retrieves from the database measurement sets that have to be split i.e. that have no value for their properties achieved. If such measurement sets exist, EMIT extracts the different time series from their measurement set data file and splits it into several JSON data files that contain a single time series only. Otherwise, EMIT process ends until it is launched again after a 1-minute period.

EMIT’s main process is described by the sequence diagram below.
EMIT first starts observers. The latter should then record internally their measurements. EMIT gets the current timestamp that corresponds to the experiment property started and then waits for a 5-second period. EMIT launches the measurand process and waits until it is completed. Once done, it waits for 5-seconds period again and gets the current timestamp that corresponds to the experiment property stopped. It retrieves measurement data from every observer, stores them into files on the server filesystem and stores these filenames into the property data of their corresponding measurement sets.

3.4.3. Interfaces

EMIT provides web service-based interfaces. The latter are represented by the use case diagram below.

![Use Case diagram](image)

**Figure 33. Use Case diagram**

EMIT’s users can edit several entities drawn out from the data model. It means that users can create, update, delete and retrieve occurrences of such entities. EMIT allows users to register physical devices (observers and observees) by specifying their URI and their name. EMIT also allows users to specify programs to monitor (measurands) by specifying their process and their name. EMIT allows users to configure their experiment in selecting 1 observee and several observers.

EMIT checks that observers and observees exist and comply to the EMIT programming interface. EMIT also checks that experiments are correctly defined i.e. that measurands exist on the target observee and their programs are executable. Moreover, EMIT makes possible to launch experiments as seen previously.

The web services of EMIT measurement platform are listed below.

**Measurand web services**

- `/measurand/create` POST (process, name) → id
- `/measurand/update` POST (id, process, name)
- `/measurand/delete` POST (id)
- `/measurand/retrieve` POST () → (Measurand) list

**Observer web services**

- `/observer/create` POST (uri, name) → id
- `/observer/update` POST (id, uri, name)
- `/observer/delete` POST (id)
- `/observer/retrieve` POST () → (Observer) list
Observee web services

- /observee/create POST (uri, name) → id
- /observee/update POST (id, uri, name)
- /observee/delete POST (id)
- /observee/retrieve POST () → (Observee) list

Experiment web services

- /experiment/create POST (uri) → id
- /experiment/update POST (id, uri)
- /experiment/delete POST (id)
- /experiment/enable POST (uri)
- /experiment/disable POST (uri)

3.4.4. Integration with the MEASURE platform

Data models created for EMIT have been translated in Structured Metrics Meta-model (SMM) in order to ensure interoperability between all modules of the MEASURE platform.

3.4.5. Development status and plan

The EMIT measurement platform has been designed, implemented and integrated to the MEASURE platform.

3.4.6. Public link

The EMIT project is hosted on GitHub following this link: https://github.com/JeromeRocheteau/emit.

3.5. Test Case Generator

3.5.1. Description:

Test Case Generator of Turkish consortium is a web application that aims to increase the quality of software development and improve efficiency in test process.

The tool has been developed by Java; Ericsson Turkey, Turkcell, Tmob and Turkgen in Turkish Consortium have been working to complete development activities of the tool. This tool will be integrated to Measure Platform to analyze test results of the product, coverage metrics, test succeed and other test and quality assurance kPI's.

3.5.2. Business added value

It provides two use-cases:

- Automatic test case generation from requirement document
- Automation framework that executed derived test cases

Automatic test case generation will enable customers to derive efficient number of test cases from their requirements, helps them to understand their test coverage and track easily traceability matrix of business requirements.

Automation framework will enable to see status of the product in test results. We will have a clear sight of how many test scenarios are passed or failed.

3.5.3. Integration with the MEASURE platform
This tool will be integrated to Measure Platform to analyze test results of the product, coverage metrics, test succeed and other test and quality assurance kPI's.

3.5.4. Development status and plan

The tool has been designed and implemented. The integration with the MEASURE platform will start in 2019.
4. Integrated Analysis Tools

4.1. Quality Guard

4.1.1. Quality Guard Tool

The Measure Platform allows us to collect measures on various aspects of a development process. In order to monitor these measurements, the Quality Guard Tool allows project managers and quality experts to define quality constraints to compare, in real-time measures, collected by the platform to predefined measure thresholds.

The defined constraints are based on a simple expression language which supports logic operators like “AND”, “OR”, “NOT”, comparison operators like “>”, “<”, “<=”, “<=>”, constants and measurements value collected by the platform.

This constraint expression is interpreted by the Constraint Evaluator component whose role is to detect constraints violations. This violation is managed by a Violation Manager component that will apply the strategy defined by the quality gate in this eventuality.

The Quality Guard Tool has been released as an open source tool available on GitHub.

- Last tool release can be downloaded at this address: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/QualityGuardAnalysis/releases/tag/0.0.4
- A user manual is available online: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/QualityGuardAnalysis/wiki
- The source code itself can be downloaded from GitHub: https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/QualityGuardAnalysis

4.1.2. Business Added Value

The Measure Platform is a data collection and aggregation platform which collects information from the entire product development chain. This data provides a good picture of the state of a software development process but can not reveal their full potential if they are not part of an overall quality approach. A Quality Gate is a process which reviews the quality of all factors involved in production. As part of quality management process, quality controls focused on fulfilling quality requirements.

The Quality Guard approach is a standard way to enforce a quality policy in an organization. The goal of Quality Guard is to answer several questions related to the actual state of a software product:

- What is the actual status of my product for each development phase?
• Can I move to the next development phases of my product?
• Can I deliver a project to production today or not?
• Is there a critical issue that appeared during the past week?

The answer of these key questions can be summarized as Quality Gate, acceptance criteria reviews that can be used throughout any project. It can be seen as a set of predefined quality criteria that a software development project must meet in order to proceed from one stage of its lifecycle to the next.

In order to integrate data collected by the platform in a quality process, this data must be constantly compared to threshold values, the quality criteria, identified by quality engineer relying on his expertise and a history of data previously collected. The Quality Guard tool allows then quality engineers to formalize quality criteria as quality rules and, integrated to a notification system which reports all quality violation in a synthetic way, allows the project manager to easily monitor the evolution of the state of his project based on this quality criteria.

4.1.3. Main Analysis Services

4.1.4. Activate the Quality Guard function in Measure Project.

As for other analysis tools, a Measure project which would like to use Quality Guard services must activate it in Project Configuration view.

• As Project Administrator, go to Configuration view of the project and select the Analysis Tools tab.

• Click on the Register Analysis Tool button.
• Select the Quality Guard tool in the list of available analysis tools.

4.1.4.1 Configure a new Quality Guard Rules

• Create new Quality Guard Rule
• Name and provide a description for the rule. (1,2)
• Chose the aggregation mode: The aggregation model defines how the tool will combine the different conditions. (9)

• Define and configure a new Quality Condition
  o Select the monitored measure (3)
  o Select the condition operation (Superior or Inferior) (4)
  o Define the Alert and the Error threshold (5,6)
  o Define the aggregation interval (The measure value is compare to the threshold based on the average value of all collected value during the interval) (7)

4.1.4.2 Activate and Deactivate a Quality Rule

• Quality Rules can be activated or deactivated independently using the Scheduling button

4.1.4.3 Visualise Quality States

• In Quality View, show current state of all quality rules. (1)
• Show the history of quality states. (2)
• Show the list of last quality violations. (3)

4.1.5 Tool Architecture Overview

The Quality Guard Analysis Tool is an independent web application based on the Spring Boot framework. Constraints evaluations, violation management and history analysis are implemented using spring services. A full integration with the Measure Platform is ensured using the dedicated API defined by the platform.
4.2. MINT

4.2.1. Description

Metrics Intelligence Tool (MINT) is a software solution designed to correlate metrics from different software development life cycle in order to provide valuable recommendations to different actors impacting the software development process. MINT considers the different measurements collected by the MEASURE platform as events occurring at runtime. The correlation is designed as extended finite state machines (EFSMs) allowing to perform Complex Event Processing (CEP) in order to determine the possible actions that can be taken to improve the diverse stages of the software life cycle and thus the global software quality and cost.

This tool is available as web application with NodeJs and uses Montimage’s MMT-correlator to implement the extended finite state machines.

The integration to the Measure Platform is made using the provided API to register and configure MINT as an analysis tool. https://github.com/ITEA3-Measure/Mint

4.2.2. Business added value

This tool contributes to improve software quality development identifying and designing correlations between metrics and providing recommendations that help developers to take actions and decisions about the development process. The proposed correlations cover all aspects of the system like functional behavior, security, green computing, and timing. For instance, correlations covering different phases of development and correlations of two metrics from the same development phase at different times.

4.2.3. Background
a) Metrics correlation: The correlation can be defined as a mutual relationship or association between metrics (or the values of its application). Metrics correlation can be the basis for the reuse of metrics; it can help to predict one value from another; it can indicate a causal relation between metrics and can establish relations between different metrics and increase the ability to measure. Examples of correlation are: to correlate two metrics from the same development phase; to correlate the same metric at different times; to correlate a metric (a set of metrics) from phase X regarding metrics of phase Y. As an outcome, recommendations and a selection of metrics will be proposed to the developer to improve the software development. MINT is based on correlation techniques.

b) Complex Events Processing: Complex event processing (CEP) technology addresses exactly the need of matching continuously incoming events against a pattern. Input events from data streams are processed immediately and if an event sequence is matching a pattern, the result is emitted straight away. CEP works very efficiently and in real-time, as there are no overheads for data storing. CEP is used in many areas that include for instance manufacturing processes, ICT security, etc. and is adapted in this work for software quality assessment process.

c) Extended Finite State Machine: In order to formally model the correlation process, the Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) formalism is used. This formal description allows to represent the correlation between metrics as well as the constraints and computations needed to retrieve a meaningful recommendation related to software quality assessment.

4.2.4. Writing correlation processes

a. Correlation process inputs and outputs:

The basic idea behind the MINT approach is to specify a set of correlation rules based on the knowledge of an expert of the software development process. These rules can rely on one or different sets of metrics (seen as inputs) and allow to provide different recommendations (seen as outputs) to different kinds of actors:

- Actors from the DevOps team: Analysts, designers, modelers, architects, developers, testers, operators, security experts, etc.
- Actors from the management plan: product manager, project manager, responsible of human resources, responsible of financial issues etc.

The automatic generation of such rules or their continuous refinement based on some artificial intelligence techniques is an ongoing work.

b. Example of correlation processes:

The correlation processes rely on different measurements that are computed and collected by external tools. Some examples of correlations are presented in the Figure 6.

Software Modularity

The assessment of the software modularity relies on two metrics provided by the SonarQube tool that are the class complexity and the maintainability rating. The class complexity measure (also called cognitive complexity) computes the cognitive weight of a Java Architecture. The cognitive weight represents the complexity of a code architecture in terms of maintainability and code understanding. The maintainability rating is the ratio of time (according to the total time to develop the software) needed to update or modify the software.
Based on these definitions and considering that a modular code can be more understandable and maintainable, we can correlate the two metrics and compute the ratio $R = \text{class complexity} / \text{maintainability rating}$. If this ratio is more than a specific threshold set by an expert, the recommendation "Reinforce the modular design of your development" will be provided to the software architect and developers.

In the initial state, we can either receive the input related the class complexity denote cc or the maintainability rating denoted mr. The process accesses respectively to the states "cc received" or "mr received". If we receive the same measurement related to the same metric, we update its value and loop on the state. Otherwise, if we receive the complementary metric, we compute the ratio $R = \text{class complexity} / \text{maintainability rating}$. If this ratio is less than the defined threshold, we come back to the initial state otherwise, we raise the recommendation.

Timers are used to come back to the initial state if the measurements are too old. For sake of place, only this EFSM is presented in Fig. 7. All the others follow the same principles.

Figure 38. Example of Correlation processes.
Figure 39. Software Modularity Correlation processes.

Requirements quality
The assessment of the requirements quality can rely on two metrics provided by the SonarQube tool that are the total number of issues and the total number of reopened issues. These numbers are collected during the implementation phase and we can consider that the fact that we reopen an issue many times during the development process can be related to an ambiguous definition of the requirement that needs to be implemented. If we have a ratio \( R = \frac{\text{number of reopened issues}}{\text{number of issues}} \) that is more than a specific threshold, we can consider that the requirements are not well defined and that the development needs more refinement about them. The recommendation “Refine requirement definitions or provide more details” will be provided to the requirements analyst.

Code reliability
The assessment of the code reliability relies on two metrics provided by the SonarQube tool that are the number of issues categorized by severity and the reliability rating. The issues in SonarQube are presented with severity being blocker, critical, major, minor or info and the reliability rating are from A to E: A is to say that the software is 100% reliable and E is to say that there is at least a blocker bug that needs to be fixed. Based on these definitions and considering that a reliable code should be at least free of major or critical issues, we can check that there is no major, critical nor blocker issues and the reliability rating is < C corresponding to 1 Major bug. If this condition is not satisfied, the recommendation “There is unsolved major issues in the code, make a code review and check untested scenarios” will be provided to the software developers and testers.

Software security
The assessment of the software security relies on two metrics, one provided by the SonarQube tool that is the security rating and the other is provided by MMT that is the number of security incidents. The security rating in SonarQube provide an insight of the detected vulnerabilities in the code and are presented with severity being blocker, critical, major, minor or no vulnerability. The number of the security incidents provided by MMT reports on successful attacks during operation. The evaluation of security demonstrates that if an attack is successful this means that the vulnerability in the code was at least major because an attacker was able to exploit it to perform its malicious activity. Based on these definitions and considering that a reliable code should be at least free of major vulnerabilities, we can check if there is a major vulnerability and that the number of attacks at runtime are more than a threshold. If this condition is satisfied, the recommendation
“Check code to eliminate exploitable vulnerabilities” will be provided to the software developers and security experts.

**Software Performance**

The assessment of the software performance relies on two metrics provided by the MMT tool that are the response time and the bandwidth usage. The response time denotes the delay that can be caused by the software, hardware or networking part that is computed during operation. This delay is in general the same for a constant bandwidth (an equivalent number of users and concurrent sessions). Based on this finding, we can correlate the two metrics and compute that the response time is not increasing for during time for the same bandwidth usage. If this response time is increasing, the recommendation “Optimize the code to improve performance and minimize delays” will be provided.

4.3. **Metrics Suggester**

4.3.1. **Description**

The Metrics Suggester provides a framework to automate the suggestion of software metrics based on an initial measurement plan. To do so, the framework needs an initial configuration from the user to determine the metrics range to be analysed and the classifier. This framework is available as web application written in Python and using the Python Scikit-learn library for the analysis process.

This tool is based on learning techniques, The SVM (Support Vector Machine) algorithm for the classification or in other words the analysis of the measurements and the RFE (Recursive Feature Elimination) one for the suggestion of a new measurement plan.

This application is integrated to the Measure Platform as the analysis tool: SuggesterTool, by using the MEASURE platform analysis tool integration protocol.

4.3.2. **Business added value**

Metrics Suggester is an interesting tool allowing to determine (based on the analysis of collected data) and visualise relevant measures, metrics and measurement plans during a specific period of time. This tool is first expected to be used during courses at Telecom SudParis but also to be enriched by other probes, learning techniques (unsupervised) and applied through other diverse metrics (e.g., emotional). IMT also aims to make it sustainable for measuring concrete activities at Telecom SudParis.

4.4. **M·ELKI**

4.4.1. **Description**

M·ELKI is a set of web services that makes possible to select, configure, process and visualize results of 4 clustering algorithms provided from the ELKI Java library (https://elki-project.github.io). This library is a state-of-the-art and clustering-focused library in Java. It has been chosen because of these 3 features. It has been chosen instead of the Weka library (https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka) because its integration within web services has been proved easier than Weka, its memory footprint and its processing efficiency better than Weka. The 4 selected algorithms are drawn out from 4 different clustering algorithm families:

1. DBSCAN, a density-based clustering algorithm
2. KMEANS, a centroid-based clustering algorithm
3. EM, a distribution-based clustering algorithm
4. SLINK, a connectivity-based clustering algorithm

This set of web services are dedicated to the MEASURE platform. In fact, these web services are designed to closely fit the MEASURE analysis tool integration protocol (MeasurePlatform/Analysis-Tool-Integration). Hence the name: M-ELKI.

4.4.2. Business added value

M-ELKI provides state-of-the-art and efficient clustering algorithms to the MEASURE platform. In fact, these are basic algorithms for datamining and bigdata processing. This analysis tool can easily be extended to other algorithms that belong to the ELKI library that same way as the 4 selected algorithms.

4.5. STRACKER

4.5.1. Description

STRACKER is a web application that aims to increase the quality of software development by tracking and suggesting (thus, the acronym STRACKER) values of various software metrics during the software development process. More precisely, it helps you see the status of the metric values using different charts, and also shows scores assigned to each new record. It also includes a module that predicts future metric values based on values recorded so far.

In the future, new metrics, an increase in prediction accuracy and new algorithms for metrics correlation are planned.

4.5.2. How to use the tool

4.5.3. Track software metrics values

Select a metric that you want to see.

Let us say that we want to see the comment lines metric. We select the comment lines option (option that matches the desired metric) and click ok button.

Then, you can see two charts on the page (the charts are created using pygal library).

First chart may look like the one below:
The red line shows the number of lines of code of the project.

The blue line shows the number of comment lines of the project.

The green line shows the predicted number of comment lines of the project.

The scope of the chart is to show to a software project manager the difference between the current metric (blue line) and the predicted metric (the green line). Since the prediction is based on a model taking into account many software projects, the predicted value is, in a sense, showing the „best practices”.

Zooming in (see figure above), we notice that the red box 1 shows a situation when the difference is rather big whereas in red box 2, the metric values and predicted values are almost similar.

The second chart uses the predicted metric as a baseline:

Here we can more clearly see the difference between the number of predicted comment lines and the number of comment lines of the project.
Also, if we put the cursor over a point, we can see the exact value of that point.

4.5.4. Import new metrics values

In order to add a new project to the current project, you need to upload your project in SonarQube and then Stracker will make the import from there.

Go to “Import tag”. Write the project name from SonarQube and click Import button. Now your new record is added.

Also, here you can delete your last record by clicking the Delete last button.

Also, you can see if your new record is better or not than the last one, by looking at the score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Score</th>
<th>Current Score</th>
<th>Progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>★★☆☆☆</td>
<td>★☆☆☆☆☆</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current score represents the score of the last added value, calculated based on the difference between our metric value and predicted value.

Last score is the previously added score.

Progress is positive if the current score is better than the previous one, and negative otherwise.

3. Forecast software metric values

We can also see a graph with forecasted values of our project metrics data.
Thus, you can get the possible values of your metric in the future (using time series prediction algorithms).

4.5.5. Business added value

There are two important features of the Stracker tool that may be valuable to a software project manager.

First, she can compare various values of the metrics with “expected” values from a “best practices” point of view. Large deviations may raise some alarms (we will implement this feature in the future) and check the situations where the difference is large.

Second, if she receives predicted values for her metrics, she can better plan the project (e.g., if the predicted number of tests is high you may increase the man-power from testing point of view).
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